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Important Meaning of TLBU Infant King Family 
Since TLBU Newsletter is Infant 

King Family News, many members 
wonder what Infant King Members 
should be, and What difference between 
TLBU alumni and TLBU Infant King 
Family Members should be.

As TLBU Global System should be 
in progress in USA and Europe, and 
TLBU Global Mission projects including 
trade, law firm networking, and other 
business projects,  should be active, many 
of TLBU Family members are expected 
to involve in business relationship with 
other members or with TLBU in 
Washington, TLBU in NY-NJ, TLBU in 
Paris, and TLBU in other area. Since the 
history of TLBU is already more than 13 
years, many members do not know each 
other nor one another. If it is simple 
social or friendly relation, then it should 
be not  any problem, but doing business 
with other members should be serious 
and sometimes very risky. Most  probably 
many members of TLBU Family may 

have tendency of strong trust toward 
other members. Therefore we need 
certain guarantee system to prevent any 
damage or loss.   Even though many of 
TLBU Family members are good and 
trustful people, but still a few people 
would not be   desirable person to do 
business together or to have  partnership 
of  business projects.  

For practical purpose to  protect 
innocent members,  I like to re-organize 
Infant King Family members, excluding 
certain potential trouble makers. Soon 
we will publish the members of TLBU 
Infant King Family Members through 
Infant King Family News.   And we will 
welcome only Infant King Family 
members to link TLBU in Washington 
or TLBU in  NY-NJ, or TLBU in Paris, 
and TLBU in Seoul for business purpose.

Let us pray for TLBU Mission.
I love all of  you.

Lyou
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A new milestone in TLBU history 
 The New Program in TLBU Global School

Recently, President Lyou Byung 
Hwa has initiated the TLBU Global 
School New Educational Program for 
Chinese Children, which will be started 
from 2014 Spring Semester. 

This is a special program for 
recruiting new Chinese students to  study 
in Global School of TLBU. This 
program covers Elementary School (5th 

grade and 6th grade) and Middle School 
(7th grade and 8th grade). What worth 
noted is that the education will be 
provided in English and in accordance 
with American Educational program and 
textbook.

Considering these students’  origin 
and language, Chinese is their mother 
tongue; therefore, one subject in Chinese 

will be provided. What’s more, to 
enlighten the relationship with other 
Korean students in GS and to  have a 
high quality life in Korean, Basic Korean 
language will also be included in the 
curriculum. Other subjects will be 
deliberately designed under the Korean 
Law for the development of the future 
leadership training.
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The initial plan for the recruitment 
is to enroll 15 persons for each grade (in 
total 60 persons) and the entrance fee 
will be 7,000$.

The most special point in this 
program is that all the students will have 
chance to  have field study annually in 
US or Europe. This is a wonderful 
o p p o r t u n i t y t o h a v e a b e t t e r 
understanding of the foreign cultures 
and foreign systems.

Currently, there is one Chinese girl, 
Wang Yajun studying in Global School 
and she adapts well with her classmates 
with the help of teachers and friends. 
However, the gap of language and 
culture still forbids her from deeper 
knowledge gaining. She said she can 
understand Korean and English well so 
there’s no big problem in understanding 
the communication or class, but she 

dares not to speak out because she is 
afraid that her Korean classmates may 
laugh at her. She’d rather speak English 
with them even when they reply in 
Korean. 

This underlies the very initial idea 
of this program – a special design for the 
Chinese students to have a carefree study 
environment in Korea. Young kids tend 
to make friends under the similar 
background and the reason why kids like 
Wang Yajun would rather speak English 
is that in her mind, she and her friends 
share the same level in English but 
utterly different in using Korean. This 
special plan may provide kids like Wang 
Yajun a stage to learn together under the 
similar background. It is highly likely 
that  they will be able to learn and 
understand culture and knowledge more 
efficiently.

We are quite sure that this program 
may attract some potential parents 
including those who have business in 
Korea or have interest in Korean to  send 
their kids here in TLBU. Wish this 
program might have a very bright future. 

This program is a limestone for 
TLBU Global School for it opens a gate 
for the international development of 
TLBU Global School and most 
essentially, it broadens a new resource for 
generating revenue for our financial 
fund. This program is so important that 
President Lyou decided to reward one 
thousand dollars for each kid if alumni 
successfully recruit the potential 
candidates. For detail information please 
pay attention to the public website of 
TLBU later. 

Written by WANG Juewei

, one of the 
Infant King 
Mmbers from 

entering Year 2 (2002), is now working as 
a lawyer in Beijing Zhongkai & Partners, 
specialized in contract, corporation as 
well as marriage and family law area. In 
2013  Volunteer Contribution of Infant 
King Family, Alumna DONG not only 
donated $1,000 herself but also  worked 
as one of the coordinators to help to run 
this campaign successfully and smoothly. 
With her contribution and devotion, we 
TLBU students can communicated with 
Infant King Family Members of 
Entering Year 1(2001) through E-mails 
and Skype calls.

Alumna DONG didn't 
come from a substantial 
family, which notwithstanding 
built up her modest and 
optimistic personal character 
in her life. During her living 
and studying in TLBU, she 
did what she could to enrich 
her life and took care of our 
dear President. As our dear 
President mentioned about 
Alumna DONG, “before I just knew she 
as a strange looking little girl, but later 
she turned out to be a very strong 
minded TLBU member. She is a very 
good person.” During her stay in TLBU, 
Alumna DONG cared about every one 
of her class with her good heart, which 

leaves a deep impression on her 
classmates. Her good personal character 
is admired by them till now.

After her graduation from TLBU, 
she started to practice law since 2010 
and began to take lawyer as her new 
career. Although she is in late 30s now, 
she thinks herself to be a new comer in 

Alumna 
DONG Yanqing
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the professional law practice area and 
always learn the glittering points from 
others in her work.  Therefore, it is hard 
at her beginning, especially considering 
she should also take care of the little kid. 
However, as her touching email said, “I 
think I overcame the most difficult time 
with strong will and hardworking spirit, 
which were strengthened through my 
TLBU life,” which inspires us TLBU 

students now to treasure the time for the 
time being.

For us TLBU senior and junior 
students now, Alumna DONG also 
encourages us, since we are much 
younger, more energetic and creative. We 
have much more hope in life to gain 
successful career and happy personal life 
as long as we don't give up but work hard 
by facing whatever difficulty situations. 
As was written in her email, “Make full 

use of the time, material and condition 
of TLBU, and study hard, work 
diligently with patience, tolerance and 
love. It is for sure that your future will be 
much brighter than mine!”  Let us 
TLBU students all remember her warm 
words.

Written by QU Zheng

, one of the TLBU 
Infant King Family 
M e m b e r s f r o m 

Cambod ia en t e r ing yea r 2005 , 
reminisces about his meaningful time in 
TLBU. Successfully working as a 
professional Lawyer and handling a 
dominant position as the Managing 
Director at Nokorsamreth Hotel, 
Restaurant & Clubs, Alumnus En 
Sopheap has always been expressively 
proud to introduce himself as one part of 
the TLBU Community. In addition, He 
confidently stated that the integral part 
of his success in his career basically 
resulted from the 2-year knowledge and 
fruitful experience in TLBU which will 
never fade away from his mind. This 
great opportunity to experience life has 
keeps him revoking the old memory of 
the school particularly classrooms, 

l ibraries, dor ms, and other 
activities he had done with his 
good friends. He added that, “ 
Besides absorbing a good quality of 
Knowledge, I have a lot of friends 
from various countries, and up to 
now, we still keep in touch and this 
has built up a very good and 
valuable network”. 

The Infant King Family 
member En Sopheap has also 
marked a major image in the Voluntary 
Contribution Campaign among the non-
Chinese Alumni. By acknowledging a 
call from the TLBU President  upon the 
voluntary contribution campaign, 
Alumnus En Sopheap immediately 
remmited $2000 fund without a bit of 
reluctance. “My contribution is a very 
small amount if compared to what I 
gained from TLBU, but it is a token of 

my love and gratitude to Mr. President 
and TLBU; I  do profoundly respect him 
as a wise professor, an inspired leader, 
and a good father”, he said. So far, 
having had graduated even more than 
six years from TLBU, he always 
reiterates that TLBU is forever in his 
heart, and President Lyou is the special 
inspiring model of  his success.

Written by TAING Leangchhoung

Alumnus 
EN Sopheap

TLBU Family Picture Wall

Chinese alumna Wang Chun, entering 
year 4 (2004), and her family.Cambodian alumnus Huy Khieng, entering year 4 (2004).
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Chinese alumna Yuan Jiani, entering year 
4 (2004), and her husband.

Chinese alumna Chen Li, entering year 4 (2004), and her husband.

Vietnamese alumnus Hoa, 
entering year 8 (2008).

Cambodian alumna Samneing Muni, 
entering year 7 (2007).

Chinese alumna Li Linhui, entering year 2 (2003), and her family.

Indonesian alumna Vanda Kaonang, entering year 3 (2003).Vietnamese alumnus Gia Long, 
entering year 5 (2005).

NOTICE:
The Family Picture Wall will 
freshly introduce around 10 
alumni pictures in the every up-
coming issue.

Photos collected by: Qu Zheng, Zou Mingjun, 
Xu Jun, Aisah Feika, Nguyen Thu Hang.


